5.50 Space 1999
MARTIN LANDAU
BARRY MORSE
BARBARA BAIN in
Force of Life
BY JOHNNY BYRNE
WITH IAN MESHANE
GAY HAMILTON
A terrifying force from outer space brings freezing death to Alpha Moonbase personnel...
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5.50 Space 1999
MARTIN LANDAU in
Earthbound
BY ANTHONY TERPILLOFF
AND CHRISTOPHER LEE
Representatives from a dying planet, Alpha, Drama for Koenig...
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6.25 Space 1999
MARTIN LANDAU
BARBARA BAIN in
The Full Circle
BY JESSE LASKY JR., PAT SILVER
Moonbase Alpha personnel go through a 40,000-year time warp and meet themselves...
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5.50 Space 1999
MARTIN LANDAU
BARBARA BAIN in
Alpha Child
BY CHRISTOPHER PENFOLD
with Julian Glover
Cyd Hayman
The first baby is born on the moon...but terrifying events follow.
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11.30 Space 1999
PETER CUSHING in
Missing Link
BY EDWARD DI LORENZO
Commander Koenig finds himself in another world and another time. It is a world of light and beauty. He has to choose between life back on the moon and the love of a beautiful girl...
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11.30 Space 1999
The Last Sunset
BY CHRISTOPHER PENFOLD
The prospect of a normal life tantalises the space travellers, but there is drama behind the dream...
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11.30 Space 1999
LEO MCKERN
The Infernal Machine
BY ANTHONY TERPILLOFF, ELIZABETH BARROWS
A strange object appears in the lunar sky—a spacecraft breaking every known law of aerospace propulsion...
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11.30 Space 1999
Space Brain
BY CHRISTOPHER PENFOLD
Alpha encounters an intangible mass which possesses a frightening power...
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11.30 Space 1999
RING AROUND THE MOON
BY EDWARD DI LORENZO
The moon becomes a prisoner of an alien planet; Dr. Russell becomes an involuntary investor in death as her promised reward...
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11.30 Space 1999
THE TROUBLED SPIRIT
BY JOHN BYRNE
The ghost of a living man stalks the moon, bringing death in his wake...
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